Cyclone’s airPLAN subscription is an essential
service that utilizes a dedicated team of engineers
using the latest technology and air sensor hardware
to deliver an all-in-one solution to monitor indoor
air quality.
Through data-driven analysis, we apply our engineering
know-how to elevate your ability to deliver an enhanced
built environment.
As trusted advisors, we fuse applied engineering and
technology together, allowing us to actively seek
innovative ways to increase the value of your property.

airPLAN Scope
With airPLAN, Cyclone’s engineering team strategically
deploys indoor air quality sensors throughout the
property to provide data-driven insights. Real time
access to our technology platform makes your air
quality data visible and transparent. Our team provides
dashboards, kiosks, reports, and real time alerts in an
actionable and easy-to-understand format. Air quality
sensing nodes communicate in real time on a standalone wireless mesh network.
Each sensing node monitors 16 air quality attributes
and pollutants, including:
> Temperature
> Relative Humidity
> Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
> Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOCs)
> Particulate Matter (PM1, 2.5, 5, 10)
> Ozone (O3)

With the airPLAN IAQ monitoring subscription
service, Cyclone provides the following:
One-time set-up to include:
> Consultation regarding the node sensor types and
installation locations within the building
> Installation of nodes and operating verification
> Set-up of cloud-based dashboard, reports, and user
profiles
> Orientation and training for key users

Three-Year subscription service to include:
> IAQ sensing nodes per contract specifications of type
and quantity
> Proactive and dedicated Engineer support
> Access to emerging information on IAQ practices
> Analysis and assistance with planning, management,
and operations initiatives
> Marketing collateral and educational material to
assist with your internal communications to your
occupants about the importance of indoor air quality
> Customization of dashboards and reports
> Technical support
> Warranty service including repairs or replacements

Optional additional service:
> Walk-through with Industrial Hygienist can be
provided as an additional service. Our airPLAN
service is supported by Ramboll to provide enhanced
interpretation of your building’s IAQ data.

For more information on our airPLAN service, visit
our web site www.cyclone.energy or
email airplan@cyclone.energy.

The dashboard is viewable on any device
with web-access, i.e., phone, tablet, or
monitor. The sensor nodes can be hardmounted or lightly secured to allow for
flexibility in relocation.

